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  Description

  Cool UFO Appearance: This Montessori travel toy is designed in the shape of a UFO to stimulate your baby's curiosity and imagination. Rich and bright color matching can promote the baby cognition of color and attract the baby's attention. The rope pulled up and down can encourage the baby to develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination ability so that the baby can immerse in the world of educational games. A: The words are common objects that toddlers and children interact with every day, such as foods, animals, objects, vehicles, jobs and colours. A: Our Flashcard device lasts over 6 hours in one sitting! Plenty of time to keep your little one occupied.
The UFO is perfect while your little one is teething! The rubber ends are hazard free and gives your little one something to bite on! The UFO will keep your little one occupied for hours whilst developing Motor Skills & Hand Eye Coordination!Baby Travel Toys: The side of the UFO toy is equipped with soft buttons to encourage the baby to touch and press, exercising the flexibility of little fingers. The other side is equipped with 1 button and 3 holes. Slightly press the button from this hole to another hole, feel the press and experience the touch. The textured cords can be pulled from side to side to let the baby feel various sounds and vibrations. Cool UFO Appearance: This Montessori travel toy is designed in the shape of a UFO to stimulate your baby's curiosity and imagination. Rich and bright color matching can promote the baby's cognition of color and attract the baby's attention. The rope pulled up and down can encourage the baby to develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination ability so that the baby can immerse in the world of educational games.
The UFO will make Car Rides a dream! No more crying & screaming. Experts have spent years developing this anxiety relieving sensory Toy. Best Gift for Kids: The UFO toys for travel will bring your kids more happiness. That would be the perfect gift for your baby as a Birthday gift, Easter gift, Christmas gift, Children's day gift, or New Year gift. Experts in Motor Skills & Sensory Development created this toy in 2021 to target the areas of a child's developing brain that usually lag behind the rest! It challenges your little one's physical, cognitive and sensory abilities and can be sure it will give your child a head start! The UFO Pulling Toy is designed to develop motor skills, balance, coordination and even encourage creativity in children between 3 months and 3 years old. Safe Material: This funny puller string interactive toy is made with food-grade silicone and ABS,100% safe material, Non-toxic, BPA, and phthalate free. Easy to clean. The food-grade silicone toys can relieve the baby's discomfort during teething, soothe the baby's emotions, and let the baby chew.

A: Simply press the right sided button to hear the word again! You can press it as many times as you want.
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                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Great
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        out of 5 based on
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States



                

                
                    Other languages

                    	English
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                    © 2006–2024 Fruugo.com Ltd. All rights reserved.
                

            

        

    



        
            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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